black friday

cyber monday
and introducing...

Analogue Tuesday
We will be open on both Thursday and Friday
until 7PM for the month of December!
Holiday Hours: Thursday December 24th until 12pm
Tuesday Dec. 29th and Wednesday Dec. 30th 8:30am - 5pm
Thursday December 31st until 2pm!

Beau Newsletter - December 2015

BEAU NEWS

Black Friday / Cyber Monday Deals!
Check out the list of deals we have in store, with a little
something for everyone. If you are out of town, you can
still take advantage of the sales by calling us toll free at
800.994.2328 or send an e-mail to the department listed
at the end of each section. Kind of like online shopping but
with a more personal touch!

* All specials apply to in stock items only, and only for
Friday November 27th and Monday November 30th. *
n

Be sure to check out the rest of the newsletter for some
specials that are on for the full month of December.

Lighting
Mola lights and accessories.
• Mola Setti white 22” - Sale $299.00 Reg. $356.95
• Mola Opal Glass with Clips - Sale $71.00 Reg. $86.95
• Mola speedring for Alien Bee - Sale $69.00 Reg. $88.95
• Mola vented speedring for Profoto / K5600 Sale $139.00 Reg. $221.95

Hensel
• Hensel 3-Head hard case - Sale $199.00 Reg.$332.95
• Hensel filter holder w/filter frame #112 Sale $ 99.00 Reg. $231.95
• Hensel backlight reflector #156 Sale $160.00 Reg. $256.95
• Hensel barndoor & holder kit, older style # 5041/5043 Sale $99.00 Reg. $167.95
• Hensel barndoor & filter holder #5044
Sale $130.00 Reg. $171.95
• Hensel Car adaptor for Porty 1200 #569
Sale $99.00 Reg. $ 289.95
• Hensel Extension cable for Eh & EHT Pro heads #5791
Sale $160.00 Reg. $229.95
• Hensel Grid for older Hensel Beauty Dish #8602
Sale $99.00 Reg. $374.95
* Take 15% off all other in stock Hensel accessories!
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Dynalite
Dynalite Grand box: “Grand Series” 16-sided softbox
which is designed to offer the ultimate in soft light. (A
Grand style speedring is required. Grand speedring for
Dynalite is a stocking item, other grand speedrings can be
ordered in for many other different strobes)
• Dynalite GSB-35 Grand box 90cm. (36 in.) Sale $199.00 Reg. $317.50
• Dynalite GSB-71 Grand box 180cm. (71 in.) Sale $350.00 Reg. $545.50
• Dynalite GSB-79 Grand box 200cm. (79 in.) Sale $425.00 Reg. $580.50
• Dynalite RBOR-48 120cm (4 ft.) Octobox Sale $160.00 Reg. $257.50
• Dynalite SR-80 Softlight reflector (Beautydish) Sale $159.00 Reg. $199.50
• Dynalite 30 Deg. grid for Softlight reflector Sale $159.00 Regularly $205.50
For information on any of the above items, e-mail Ken at
prosales@beauphoto.com

Cameras
FUJIFILM
Special X-E2 Bundles! $1,179 - ask us about an additional
rebate too!
This entire bundle would normally be about $2,100!
It includes all of the following items for only $1,179…
- Fujifilm X-E2 Body (black)
- Fujinon XC 16-50mm f/3.5-5.6 OIS
- Fujinon XC 50-230mm f/4.5-6.7 OIS
- Fujifilm Hand Grip
- Fujifilm Leather ‘Half-Case’
- Fujifilm EF-20 Flash Unit
- extra Fujifilm NP-W126 Battery pack
This is an absolutely fabulous starter kit for someone who
wants to get into the X-system at a low cost! All items are
genuine Fujifilm products, not cheaper, third-party add-ons.
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Fujifilm also has aggressive rebates on nearly every
X-system lens and body through December and Boxing
Week. Ask us for details!
Please note that for Canon, Nikon and Sony, applicable
rebates are included in the sale pricing.
CANON
** All camera bodies below include a $200 Beau Photo
Rental Coupon! **
EOS-1DX Body - SALE $5,599 (reg $6,599)
EOS-5D Mark III Body - SALE $3,199 (reg $3,399)
EOS-5D Mark III w/24-105mm - SALE $3,699 (reg $3,999)
EOS-6D Body - SALE $1,649 (reg $1,899)
EOS 7D Mark II - SALE $1,699 (reg $1,899)
EOS-7D Mark II w/18-135mm - SALE $2,049 (reg $2,249)
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AF-S 20mm f/1.8G - SALE $799 (reg $899)
AF-S 28mm f/1.8G - SALE $699 (reg $769)
AF-S 50mm f/1.4G - SALE $499 (reg $549)
AF-S 60mm f/2.8G Micro - SALE $599 (reg $679)
AF-S 14-24mm f/2.8G - SALE $2,099 (reg $2,249)
AF-S 18-35mm f/3.5-4.5G - SALE $799 (reg $849)
AF-S 24-70mm f/2.8G - SALE $1,999 (reg $2,099)
AF-S 28-300mm f/3.5-5.6G VR - SALE $1,099 (reg $1,179)
AF-S 70-200mm f/2.8G VR II - SALE $2,499 (reg $2,699)
AF-S 80-400mm f/4.5-5.6G VR - SALE $2,849 (reg $2,999)

SIGMA
Sigma 8-16mm f/4.5-5.6 (Nikon DX or Canon EF-S) SALE $449 (reg $889)

EF 24mm f/1.4L II - SALE $1,599 (reg $1,809)
EF 50mm f/1.2L - SALE $1,499 (reg $1,699)
EG 85mm f/1.8 - SALE $399 (reg $459)
EF 100mm f/2.8L IS Macro - SALE $899 (reg $1,039)

PANASONIC

EF 16-35mm f/4L IS - SALE $1,099 (reg $1,279)
EF 16-35mm f/2.8L II - SALE $1,499 (reg $1,869)
EF 24-70mm f/2.8L II - SALE $1,999 (reg $2,309)
EF 70-200mm f/2.8L II IS - SALE $2,199 (reg $2,529)

** All camera bodies below include a $200 Beau Photo
Rental Coupon. SONY rebates continue as below through
December and for Boxing Week as well! **

Kenko Extension Tube Set (Canon) - SALE $175 (reg $220)
Pixma Pro-1 Printer - SALE $749 (reg $999)
NIKON
** All camera bodies below include a $200 Beau Photo
Rental Coupon Nikon rebates continue as below through
December and for Boxing Week as well!**
D810 Body - SALE $3,399 (reg $3,499)
D750 Body - SALE $2,249 (reg $2,449)
D750 w/24-120mm - SALE $2,999 (reg $3,199)
Nikon D7200 Body - SALE $1,199 (reg $1,349)
Nikon D7200 w/18-140mm VR - SALE $1,499 (reg $1,699)
D7100 Body - SALE $899 (reg $1,029)
Extra Nikon EN-EL15 Battery pack with any above body SALE $42 (reg $84)

Panasonic GX1 Body - SALE $249 (reg. $499)

SONY

A7 Body - SALE $1,199 (reg $1,499)
A7 II Body - SALE $1,799 (reg $1,999)
A7S Body - SALE $2,299 (reg $2,499)
Zeiss FE 35mm f/2.8 - SALE $749 (reg $799)
Zeiss FE 35mm f/1.4 - SALE $1,849 (reg $1,949)
Zeiss FE 55mm f/1.8 - SALE $949 (reg $999)
Sony FE 90mm f/2.8 OSS Macro - SALE $1,299 (reg $1,349)
Zeiss FE 16-35mm f/4 OSS - SALE $1,449 (reg $1,599)
Zeiss FE 24-70mm f/4 OSS - SALE $1,149 (reg $1,199)
Sony FE 24-240mm f/3.5-6.3 OSS - SALE $1,099 (reg $1,199)
Sony FE 70-200mm f/4 OSS - SALE $1,499 (reg $1,599)

HASSELBLAD

* All specials apply to in stock items only, and only for
Friday November 27th and Monday November 30th. *
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H5D-50C WiFi w/80mm lens - SALE $25,500
Reg $40,250
All Hasselblad lenses are 20% off, saving anywhere
from $1,100 to $2,200!
XRITE
ColorChecker Passport - SALE $115 Reg $130
ColorMunki Display - SALE $214 Reg $239
i1 Display Pro - SALE $299 Reg $329
ColorMunki Photo - SALE $549 Reg $599
Rode Mic
Rode Video Mic Pro Rycote - Special price $275
Reg. $339.95 *limited quantity
Marshall V-LCD56-MD 5.6” Monitor - SALE $740
Reg $999 *limited quantity
Beachtek DXA-5Da Sound Mixer - SALE $75 (reg $329)
*limited quantity

Cinevate
Cyclops w/ Articulating mount. - Sale $399
Reg. $539.95 (2 only)
Cyclops grip kit - Sale $59 Reg. $102.95 (3 only )
All terrain upgrade - Sale $124 Reg. $216.95 (2 only)
DSLR Core Package Package - Sale $2099 and receive a
Cinevate core DSLR Bag at no cost ! That’s a $260.00
value Reg. $2594.95 (1 only)
Dromos Bowl Riser - Sale $229 Reg. $399.95 (1 only)
Durus Follow Focus 15mm - Sale $799 Reg. $1225.95
(2 only)
Simplis Base + Cyclops - Sale $399 Reg. $684.95 (3 only)
** Below items limited to in-stock quantities only **
Metz 64 AF-1 Flash - SALE $410 (reg $475)
Nissin Di622 Flash (Canon) - SALE $115 (reg $215)
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WeibeTech ToughTech FS Mini HD Enclosure - SALE $25
(reg $95)

Tripods and Video Monopods
Manfrotto MVM500A Video monopod with Video head
Sale $325.00 Reg. $405.95
Manfrotto 562B Video monopod with sliding head
Sale $220.00 Reg. $283.95
Manfrotto 560B1 Video monopod tilting head
Sale $175.00 Reg. $199.95

Vanguard tripod and heads
Vanguard GH-300T Pistol grip ball head - Sale $175.00
Reg. $239.95
Vanguard Alta Pro Tripod with SBH100 head - Sale $175.00
Reg. $274.95
Sekonic L478D LITEMASTER PRO Sale $319.00
Reg. $397.95

GoPro Special
Purchase a GoPro Camera and get 20% off all accessories
Call or e-mail Ken for more information on the above deals
prosales@beauphoto.com

Filters
- 10% off all screw-on filters
- 20% off all screw-on filters when purchased with
a new lens

Accessories

-15% off all in stock Rogue products
- 10% off all in stock Peak Design products
Call or e-mail Simon for more information on the filters
and accessories: albums@beauphoto.com

* All specials apply to in stock items only, and only for
Friday November 27th and Monday November 30th. *
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Peak Design’s Messenger Bag has almost arrived
at Beau Photo! Apparently it is Kickstarter’s most
funded bag ever!
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layouts to choose from, easy customization, and time-saving
technologies, there is no better way to design your album.
Watch the Demo Video https://vimeo.com/127541616
We will be offering
SmartAlbums plus
one year of Cloud
Proofing ($498US
value) for only $199
US. Click below for
details:

I was able to get my hands on this highly
anticipated bag and it is impressive.
It’s lightweight, only 1100g (2.5 lbs.),
and fits a 15” Mac book pro and/or
an i-pad. The bag also has a tripod
attachment holder for easy access.
The FlexFold™’ dividers are based
on an Origami design so you can fold
and customize your bag layout. It’s
very well thought out and made. The
MagLatch™ closure enables the bag
to increase or reduce its size, making
it very versatile for traveling. Watch the
product video: https://www.peakdesign.
com/product/bags/the-everydaymessenger
The Everyday Messenger Bag - Special
$289 CAD when pre-ordered on Friday
or Monday. Reg. $339 Call for more
information and to order.

https://store.pixellu.com?affiliates=35&utm_
source=industry-promo&utm_medium=beauphoto&utm_
campaign=sa2-blackfriday-2015

Lensbabies
There are amazing savings on Lensbabies! Only until
Monday and on in stock items so don’t wait long!

Pixellu SmartAlbums - Album Design Software
If you are a photographer who hates designing wedding
albums because it takes too much of your time, adjustments
are complicated, and it’s just one big headache, this software
will be a game changer for you.
Forget bleeds, safe zones, and all other print jargon;
SmartAlbums has got you covered! Select from dozens of
available lab company presets and rest easy knowing your
album files are accurate and print-ready.

Edge 80 Optic
Special - $259.95
Regularly $389.95

Pixellu™ SmartAlbums® puts thousands of professionallydesigned templates at your fingertips, while giving you full
creative freedom. Select your images, drag and drop, and
immediately see a design. It’s that simple. With beautiful

Composer Pro with
Edge 80 Optic
Special - $389.95
Regularly $649.95

Circular Fisheye
Special - $324.95
Images ©Kirsten Hunter

Regularly $389.95
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BAGS

MEGHAN S.

National Geographic “Private Collection”
Camera Bags - Black Friday Special Price!
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Small Shoulder Bag – This bag is great for your
mirrorless system, with
room for a body with
lens attached as well
as an extra lens and

We will have a limited amount of stock of National
Geographic bags from the “Private Collection” line on sale
for a Black Friday/Cyber Monday Special!
There will be three different types to choose from; hopefully
something for every kind of photographer! All of the bags in
this line have the well-known rugged National Geographic
bag design. The “Private Collection” bags feature a folded
over top very similar to a classic rucksack or shoulder bag,
inspired by a vintage adventurer look. This is my favorite line
of the Nat Geo bags, with their subtle khaki coloring made
of tough canvas and suede, aluminum buckles and satin lining.
All of these bags feature padded inserts for your photo
gear that are also removable; turning each bag into a great
everyday pack as well.
Here’s a run-down of the three sizes that we will have in
store, something for the adventurer in all of us! Please note,
these prices are limited to the stock on hand.

accessories. It also has room
for a tablet. A great bag for day
trips.
Regular Price: $163.79
BLACK FRIDAY SPECIAL
PRICE: $122.75

Midi Messenger Bag – Fits a small DSLR camera with

lens attached as well as an additional kit lens, with extra
room for accessories and a tablet. This bag is longer than it
is tall, whereas the Small Shoulder Bag is a bit taller but not
as long. Regular Price: $166.59
BLACK FRIDAY SPECIAL PRICE: $124.75

Medium Holster Bag – Ideal for mirrorless systems or

a small DSLR with a short lens attached. An inconspicuous
light weight bag, great for carrying your camera around with
you daily so it is always at the ready. Regular Price: $104.99
BLACK FRIDAY SPECIAL PRICE: $78.75

Gura Gear
We’ve got a few of the Gura Gear Bataflae 18L bags left,
and for Black Friday and Cyber
Monday ONLY they are on
special for the great low price of
$199.99! Their regular retail price
is $299.99! These great bags are
nice, lightweight backpacks which
carry a significant amount of gear
for a smaller bag.
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ANALOGUE TUESDAY
NICOLE L-D.

Not wanting to be overshadowed by all of the digital drama
and online shopping from the Black Friday and Cyber
Monday sales, we’ve decided that we would celebrate the
thoughtful, slower nature of film and darkroom printing by
having Analogue Tuesday.
Even though Tuesday is the special day, we will have these
specials on for Friday and Monday as well in case we find
anyone who seems disillusioned by digital that we may be
able to convert!
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Save 50% on these Holgas!
Holga cameras are a fun and very inexpensive way to
get into medium format photography and take some
wonderfully creative and sometimes unpredictable images.
They are also available in 35mm format. These are great
cameras to give as gifts or take somewhere you would be
worried about having a more expensive camera that may
get damaged.

Get student pricing on all film and darkroom paper!
No ID required.

Holga 120N
Sale $20.71
Reg. $41.43

Images ©Carol Polloni

Holga 35mm
Sale $25.55
Reg. 51.10
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PRO SALES
KEN S.

New at Beau Photo
We have just added two new products from RoundFlash.
The RoundFlash-Ring and the RoundFlash-Dish.
The RoundFlash-ring is a great portable speedlight
accessory that mimics the
look of a ringlight. The effect
is beautiful soft light with a
circular catch light in the eyes.
Perfect for portraits when you

don’t have the space for a
large setup or budget for
conventional ringlight and
powerpack. This accessory
packs up into a small 8” x 6”
pouch which will still fit in most photographer’s camera bags.
The initial tests we did here showed that the RoundFlashring offers a very even light with no hot spot.
The RoundFlash-Dish is another
speedlight accessory. I can best
describe it as a pop-up beauty
dish. It is a great accessory for the
portrait photographer on the run.
When collapsed it is only 7”x 6” and
it extends to almost 18” . The quality
of light is very pleasing and the
speed of set up is mere seconds.
RoundFlash-Ring - $149.95
RoundFlash-Dish - $97.95
Sample photos can be found at:
http://www.flickriver.com/groups/
roundflash/pool/
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Datacolor Spyder 5
Sale on November 27th till December 31st
Datacolor’s most up to date colour calibration tool, the
Spyder 5 is the next step in helping you get accurate prints.
Datacolor Spyder5 is the color accuracy solution designed
by photographers for
photographers, to help
them see, share and print
their images, just as they

intended. The 3 versions of
Spyder5 – EXPRESS, PRO
and ELITE – reduce the hassle
of figuring out why digital
photographs look different on screen, and why the colors
on screen don’t match photo prints. All Spyder5 product
versions adjust, or calibrate, monitors to an industry color
reference standard so colors are accurate and shadow
and highlight details are preserved. With true screen color,
photographers can more accurately edit their photos and
achieve better print matching.
Spyder 5 Pro
Sale $189.00 Reg. $239.00
Spyder 5 Elite
Sale $279.00 Reg. $359.00
Spyder 5 Studio* Sale $520.00 Reg. $620.95
* Special order only

Lighting specials
Hensel Porty L200 lithium Kit on sale.
This is a great location kit for the outdoor
photographer. This kit includes 1- Porty
L1200 pack, 1- EH Pro Mini 1200P head,
charger, 7” reflector and
rolling bag. With the shift
to a Lithium battery from
the old lead acid batteries
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Hensel has made the Porty L1200 faster, smaller, lighter,
and stronger than the previous lead-gel cell battery units.
It has a 1200W/s output but only weighs 13 lbs. (5.9 kgs).
The fast flash recycle times start from 0.2 sec. Combine
that with extremely short flash duration up to 1/8100 sec.,
symmetric or asymmetric power distribution, individual
settings in 1/10 f-stop increments and an output range of 7
f-stops, and you have one great portable studio light kit.
Sale $3599.00 Regular $4295.95 One only!

Dynalite Demo Sale:
Uni 400JRg Dual Kit: The AC/DC
powered Uni400JR is a versatile
monolight that can operate both
plugged into a standard 110V
AC outlet or connected to the
Jackrabbit II high voltage battery
pack. Up to 150 full-power flashes
are possible with a fully charged pack or up to 400 at its
lowest setting.
This kit comes with 2-Uni 400 heads, 2-stands, 2-Jackrabbit
batteries, 2-chargers, 2-umbrellas and carrying case.

Demo Sale - Just $2425.00 Regularly $3435.50
Roadmax 400 MK4-1222: The MK4-1222 Kit is powerful
and versatile enough to handle a wide variety of on-therun assignments like fashion, corporate work, portraiture,
weddings and interiors. The MP400 pack has 4 head outlets
and breaks down its output symmetrically or asymmetrically
over a 6 stop range with short flash durations at a super
fast 1.0 seconds recycling time
at full power.
This kit comes with 1- MP400
pack, 2-MH2050 heads, 2-stands,
2-umbrellas, and carrying case.

Demo Sale - Just $1825.00 Regularly $2373.50
Dynalite Ringflash SR3200: The Dynalite Ring Flash provides
a crisp, almost shadowless light when used with your
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Dynalite power pack, and can handle up to 3200 w/s. It has
a modeling light feature not found in many other ringflashes.
It can be used with any 35mm, or medium format style
cameras, and its interior 100mm diameter center permits
use of a wide variety of lenses.
The included handle and bracket
allow for hand-held or tripod use.
It also comes with a 16’ (4.8 m)
head cable to move freely around
your subject.

Demo sale $1999.00
Regularly $2844.50

Pocket Wizard Instant rebates
from November 27th till Dec. 31st Plus III Transceiver $10.00 • Plus X 2-Pack $10.00
Flex TT5 Canon Transceiver $20.00
Flex TT5 Nikon Transceiver $20.00
Mini TT1 Canon Transmitter $15.00
Mini TT1 Nikon Transmitter $15.00

DIGITAL NEWS
MIKE M.

Fujinon XF 35mm f2 lens review

I recently received my
own personal new
Fujinon XF 35mm
f/2 lens, in silver of
course, to match my
silver X-E2. Actually, the
combination looks quite
retro and very nice to me, like an old Leica lens or even an
old silver Hasselblad lens in miniature! The WR designation
means it is sealed against moisture and dust, joining the
16mm f/1.4 and 90mm f/2 lenses as the only primes
with WR. How does it perform optically, you might be
wondering? Well firstly, have a look at a gallery of samples I
shot here…
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http://www.sublimephoto.com/exhibit/2015/1122_
tested_35mm_f2/
Note that for a more detailed review, including some
animations and additional images, click on the -back to
post- link at the top of the gallery to take you back to the
originating blog posting. In summary form, here are my pros,
cons and nitpicks…
Pros
- small, lightweight, stylish and relatively inexpensive.
- sharp across the majority of the frame, even wide open
at f/2 (except for the edges and corners). Excellent microcontrast.
- smooth bokeh with minimal outlining and minimal colour
fringing.
- fairly resistant to lens flare and contrast loss although not
quite as good as some of Fujifilm’s other recent (and much
more expensive) lenses.
- mechanically very solid with excellent aperture and focus
rings
Cons
- lens has a fair bit of barrel distortion and is not perfectly
corrected optically like the XF 35mm f/1.4R. See the full
review online for more details on that.
- at wider apertures, point light sources in the corners suffer
from a lot of coma.
- some glow and contrast loss around very bright light
sources, especially at larger apertures. Actually, I personally
kind of like it though, so not really a con for me!
- edges of the frame don’t truly sharpen up until you stop
down to f/5.6 and beyond.
- extreme corners don’t sharpen up fully until you get past
f/8.
Nitpicks
- cosmetically, I would have liked to see the outside of the
hood in silver, for the silver lens.
- aperture ring is stiff enough that the detents are not quite
as crisp as they could be.
- blur circles are cut off towards the corners, not perfectly
circular, until you get past f/4. In reality, preventing this
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would have made for a much larger lens, so I only mention
this as a nitpick and realize it is a compromise of its
compact design!
In summary, I like this lens. Image quality is good and I even
enjoy the slight aforementioned glow around bright lights.
Micro-contrast across most of the frame seems generally
very good even wide open. Bokeh is nice, when wide
open for portraits, and at f/8 and beyond it can do duty
for cityscapes and landscapes, with sharp corners too. Its
WR designation, small size and light weight means in will be
taking up a permanent place in my camera bag.

Test images from the new Fujinon
XF 35mm f/2 lens. Visit http://www.
sublimephoto.com/exhibit/2015/1122_
tested_35mm_f2/ to see high res samples.

All images
©Mike Mander.
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Nikon’s flagship DX DSLR
with 24.2 megapixels!

- Superb dynamic range and high ISO up to 25,600
- large buffer for long continuous bursts up to 7 fps
- High Quality, Full HD Video
- Built-In WiFi
- Dual-SD Card Slots

Nikon D7200 Body - SALE $1,199
			

Reg $1,349

Nikon D7200 w/18-140mm VR
SALE $1,499 Reg $1,699
* Includes a $200 Beau Photo Rental Coupon!
Use it to rent and test some new Nikon lenses!

Get into the action - Pair the Nikon D7200 body
with the new AF-S 200-500 f/5.6 E ED VR and get
the equivalent of a 300-750mm lens! Only $1599

Images ©Jason Kazuta

Beau Photo Supplies
1520 West 6th Ave.
Vancouver, BC
604.734.7771

beauphoto.blogspot.ca

www.beauphoto.com

@beauphotostore
Beau Photo

BEAU NEWS
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RENTAL NEWS

Holiday Shopping Ideas

JASON K.

Sony A7SII Great video
prospect!
We are eagerly
awaiting the
imminent arrival
of the Sony
A7SII and we will
let you know as soon as we get one in! This camera
is going to improve on the already incredible low light
performance of the original A7S model, and will be
capable of recording 30 fps 4K full pixel readout video
into an SD card, instead of having to carry around a
bulky external video recorder. The A7SII will also be
capable of shooting 1080p video at 120 fps in the XAVC
S format, shoot at 409600 ISO and will autofocus with
low-light sensitivity to -4 EV. The A7SII will also feature
5-axis SteadyShot image stabilization which compensates
for vertical, horizontal, pitch, yaw, and roll camera
movements for sharper, smoother handheld recording
for both stills and video. This will be a camera to be
reckoned with! Price TBD

Fujifilm Instax Share Printer

Print instant pictures from your phone!

j
A Burke Mountain
Leather Camera Strap

h

c
More Memory by Lexar

Or a way to read it...

Extra Free Rental Days!
For the month of December, we will have a couple of
long weekends due to the holidays. We will close at
noon on Thursday, December 24 and reopen on Tuesday,
December 29. The second long weekend will be from
Thursday, December 31 to Monday, January 4, 2016.
Aaaanndd, we are only charging a ONE day rate for
those weekends! Get your bookings in now!
Don’t forget about our try before you buy program! Try
something out that is available in our rental department
before you decide to buy. If you love it and want to buy
one within 30 days, you can receive up to two days of
the rental cost as a credit toward the purchase. Ask us for
more details and if restrictions apply.

o
A new umbrella to
keep the light in.

a
We also have gift certificates in
any amount if you just want to give
someone a shopping spree!
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Highest Resolution
Full Frame DSLR!

• Low vibration shutter/mirror mechanism for sharper images
• Choose the 5DS R, without a low pass filter, for the absolute best resolution and detail
• Choose the 5DS as an ideal general purpose camera
• Make the most of Canon’s ultra sharp L-series lenses with these high megapixel bodies

Great Wide Angle Options EF 35mm f1.4L II
Upgrading the Legendary Optic Blue Spectrum Refractive Optic (BR
optic) almost eliminates chromatic
aberrations, allowing the finest
details to appear.

EF 11-24mm F/4L
• Ultra Sharp
• Ultra Flare Resistant
• Ultra Ultra Wide!

BEAU NEWS
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FILM / ANALOG NEWS
Nicole L.-D

Impossible Project Workshop
Join us for an Impossible Project Lift workshop on
December 10th from 5:30pm-7:30pm. In this workshop we
will show you how to create your own Impossible Project
emulsion lifts onto paper and other items, such as canvas,
glass, plastic or anything else you might want to try. You will
go home with at least one lift that you did yourself, and the
knowledge to continue with the process.
Everything you’ll need is included and it only costs $20! Call
or e-mail Nicole at film@beauphoto.com to register.
Speaking of Instant fun...Beau will have special Christmas
pricing on various Polaroid camera models, making them
not only a wonderful present but an affordable one!

New Impossible Film

Impossible Project is releasing another limited edition film:
Duo-chrome blue/green, which means it looks teal and
black. I’m pretty excited to try lifting it! Pictures to come in
next month’s newsletter.

Fuji Instax - A Great Gift!
If you’d like other instant options, there are
few different cameras you could try. The
most popular is the Fuji Instax Mini series
which produce business card sized photos.
Currently there are three models available.
The Instax Mini 8, sold at $99.00 and the
Instax Mini 70 (which is their new release) are the more
basic of the Minis, giving the user little to no control over
exposure and focal length. However the Instax Mini 90

Mini 90

Neo Classic has many features such
as exposure control, flash control,
macro mode and double exposure
mode. It does cost slightly more
$197.99. I liked the Mini 90 so much
I purchased one as soon as they
were released onto the market.

If small photos aren’t your thing, Fuji does make a camera
with larger rectangular photos called the Fuji Instax Wide
300. It costs $149.99.
There is nothing quite like the look on someone’s face
when you share an instant photo with them!

Film Department Redecorating
You may have noticed the film department has switched
around a little. Due to all the exciting consignments coming
into Beau Photo we decided to move the black & white
film into the fridges and utilize the shelves for all our vintage
cameras and manual focus lenses to be displayed.
A Linhoff Technika with
both 6x7 and 6x9 backs
has found its way into our
consignment case. It also
comes with a 3x4 sheet
film back. There are three
lenses included in with the
set, a 65mm, 105mm and
a 180mm. This Linhoff kit is
on for $1400.
Also new to our consignment
department is a medium format
Kiev 88 with an 80mm F2.8
and a 300mm f4.5 lens. This
camera was manufactured in the
Ukraine in the 70’s. Its design is
copied from a Hasselblad. The
Kiev 88 is marked at $350.00.
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BEAU NEWS
For darkroom & photographic services, there’s someone
new in town willing to give private lessons on everything
from using your film camera on manual to film processing
and printing photos in a darkroom. For more info
call Ben at 778-839-7797 or send an email to info@
benpoultonphotography.com

PRESENTATION PRODUCTS
BARB B..

Welcome to the Holiday Season! My sincere wish is
that everyone be able to relax and enjoy the warmth
and fellowship of friends and family. Let the celebrations
commence! Be Merry! Eat lots of cookies!

Need mounts in time for the holiday?
Most ‘For Christmas’ ordering deadlines have passed, but if
you’ve got a last-minute client, our warehouse is currently
fully stocked. If your client needs imprinted mounts, there’s
a possibility that we’ll be able to order them from AGT
and receive in time for their event, though air shipping will
probably be required) If they already have an imprinting die
on file, it is more likely we’ll meet the deadline, but we might
be able to accommodate a new client as long as I receive
their artwork without delay.
Remember that artwork must be correctly sized, black and
white, with no half-tones or shading, and be submitted in
.eps or vector file format. Please email the artwork and
presentation date/deadline to me: barb@beauphoto.com
and I’ll forward it to the factory for approval and request rush
service on the die and imprinting.

Price Increases
Both AGT and TAP will be increasing their prices by 5-7% at
the beginning of the new year. As well, TAP prices will adjust
to reflect the current rate of U.S. Exchange. I’ll be placing
booking orders with both factories on December 30.
If you need supplies early in 2016, I would suggest you order
by December 29th to take advantage of 2015 pricing.

DECEMBER 2015

RENAISSANCE ALBUMS
SIMON B..

Happy Holidays to all our Renaissance Album clients.
As many of the deadlines have now passed for holiday delivery, don’t forget BEAU stocks many albums that can be delivered next day. The Ventura or Roma albums are both peel
& stick options while the Park is a super easy slip in album.
Ventura Albums we have on hand at BEAU:
VEN 2x 3 - 5pg Black / Brown ( VEN23-5 )
VEN 3x 3 - 5pg Black / Brown ( VEN33-5 )
VEN 4x 5 - 5pg Black- ( VEN45-5 )
VEN 4x 6 - 10pg Black ( VEN46-10 )
VEN 5x 7 - 10pg Black ( VEN57-10 )
VEN 7x 5 - 10pg Black - ( VEN75-10 )
VEN 8x 8 - 10pg SQ Black ( VEN88-10SQ )
VEN 8x 8 - 15pg SQ Black ( VEN88-15SQ )
VEN 8x 8 - 20pg SQ Black ( VEN88-20SQ )
VEN 8x 10 - 10pg SQ Black ( VEN810-10SQ )
VEN 8x 10 - 15pg SQ Black ( VEN810-15SQ )
VEN 8x 10 - 20pg SQ Black ( VEN810-20SQ )
VEN 10x 10 - 10pg SQ Black ( VEN1010-10SQ )
VEN 10x 10 - 15pg SQ Black ( VEN1010-15SQ )
VEN 10x 10 - 20pg SQ Black ( VEN1010-20SQ )
VEN 12x 12 - 10pg SQ Black ( VEN1212-10SQ )
VEN 11x 14 - 10pg SQ Black ( VEN1114-10SQ )

The Ambiance Book is a sophisticated matted album
featuring linen textured, self adhesive mats that fit into
square, contemporary pages. What’s on hand at Beau:
AMB-BLK10-10B-SQ (Ambiance 10x10 Black, 10 page with square)
AMB-BLK10-15B-SQ (Ambiance 10x10 Black, 10 page with square)
AMB-BLK10-20B-SQ (Ambiance 10x10 Black, 10 page with square)

In addition, for the month of December, we are offering
20% off all in-stock Library and Milano albums. So there
are still many options available at good prices for those last
minute orders. You can also view the Renaissance website
for additional product info.
www.renaissancealbums.com/products
We are expecting the 2016 price list to be issued during
WPPI EXPO in Las Vegas on March 3rd . Due to the weak
Canadian dollar, an increase in price is very likely.
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